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Abstract. Recent behavioural and biological evidence indicates common mechanisms serving working
memory and attention (eg Awh et al, 2006 Neuroscience 139 201–208). This study explored the role
of spatial attention and visual search in an adapted Corsi spatial memory task. Eye movements and
touch responses were recorded from participants who recalled locations (signalled by colour or shape
change) from an array presented either simultaneously or sequentially. The time delay between target
presentation and recall (0, 5, or 10 s) and the number of locations to be remembered (2–5) were also
manipulated. Analysis of the response phase revealed subjects were less accurate (touch data) and
fixated longer (eye data) when responding to sequentially presented targets suggesting higher cognitive
effort. Fixation duration on target at recall was also influenced by whether spatial location was initially
signalled by colour or shape change. Finally, we found that the sequence tasks encouraged longer
fixations on the signalled targets than simultaneous viewing during encoding, but no difference was
observed during recall. We conclude that the attentional manipulations (colour/shape) mainly affected
the eye movement parameters, whereas the memory manipulation (sequential versus simultaneous,
number of items) mainly affected the performance of the hand during recall, and thus the latter is more
important for ascertaining if an item is remembered or forgotten. In summary, the nature of the stimuli
that is used and how it is presented play key roles in determining subject performance and behaviour
during spatial memory tasks.
Keywords: attention, memory, motor behaviour, recall, vision

1 Introduction
Working memory has been defined as a multi-component, limited-capacity, short-term memory
storage system capable of actively maintaining and manipulating a range of information to
guide goal-directed behaviour (Baddeley and Hitch 1974). It is a fundamental precursor
to higher cognitive functions such as learning and language comprehension (Baddeley
2003) and constitutes a set of processes essential for normal daily functioning. Agreement
within theories of working memory processing comes down to the basic processing stages,
specifically, encoding, maintenance, and retrieval (Shah and Miyake 1999), with a consensus
regarding the specific construct of working memory yet to be reached (Cowan 2001).
An important cognitive ability attributed to working memory concerns the temporary
storage and processing of spatial information—that is, the provision of a consciously
accessible online record of where in the environment items were located. According to
Baddeley’s influential model of working memory (eg Baddeley 1986, 2003; Baddeley and
Hitch 1974), spatial memory is one of the main functions of the visual-spatial sketchpad
sub‑component. However, it has been argued that visual and spatial processing (the what
and the where) should be fractionated into further connected but separable sub-components
(eg Della Sala et al 1999; Klauer and Zhao 2004; Logie 1995; Tresch et al 1993), with these
processes possibly based within different areas of the brain (eg Courtney et al 1996; Müller
and Knight 2006). For example, Della Sala et al (1999) observed that a concurrent spatial
interference task showed greater disruption of performance on a spatial memory task (Corsi
span), relative to the minimal effects of a concurrent visual task (which in turn disrupted
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a task measuring visual short-term memory). The Corsi task (Corsi 1972; De Renzi and
Nichelli 1975; Grossi et al 1993; Milner 1971) is a commonly used method of assessing
spatial memory. In this measure, a sequence of spatial locations is highlighted, before
participants attempt to reproduce this sequence themselves. This task has traditionally been
implemented with wooden blocks fixed to a board, with the experimenter and participant
signalling each block using motor movements. More recently, computer-based adaptations of
the task have also been developed and implemented in experimental (eg Pearson and Sahraie
2003; Saint‑Aubin et al 2007; Smyth and Scholey 1994; Vandierendonck et al 2004) and
clinical (eg Joyce and Robbins 1991) settings.
An important element in encoding and retaining spatial information in working memory
is the allocation of spatial attention and the role of eye movements in these processes.
For example, Saint-Aubin et al (2007) demonstrated that recall accuracy for sequentially
presented dot locations showed a positive relationship with fixation duration during encoding.
In line with this, it has been found that performing ocular suppression (through the guiding
of participants’ eye movements) during encoding in this task disrupts recall (Guérard et al
2009). Similar processes may be important in keeping spatial representations active once
they are retained in working memory. Work by Awh and colleagues (eg Awh and Jonides
2001; Awh et al 1998, 2006a) suggests common mechanisms and neural circuitry underlie
spatial attention and spatial working memory. In particular, Awh et al (1998) proposed an
attention-based rehearsal hypothesis, in which spatial information is actively maintained via
the shifting of spatial attention to locations retained in working memory (through interactions
within a frontal-parietal-occipital network). In line with this, Smyth and Scholey (1994;
Smyth 1996) found that imposing covert shifts in spatial attention disrupted memory for
spatial locations. Similarly, Awh and Jonides (2001) demonstrated that when a location
is maintained in working memory, visual attention processing at the memorised location is
facilitated, just as attending to a location improves the ability to remember information at that
location (Posner 1980).
Though this viewpoint has received much support, more recent studies challenge Awh
et al’s (1998) hypothesis, indicating that the role of attention in spatial working memory
may not be as central as previously considered. For example, Pearson and Sahraie (2003)
found that shifts in eye movements during retention had larger disruptive effects than did
changes in covert spatial attention (see also Belopolsky and Theeuwes 2009; Chan et al 2009;
Guérard et al 2009; Theeuwes et al 2009; Tremblay et al 2006 for the importance of eye
movements in retaining spatial information). These findings have instead been interpreted as
indicating that an oculomotor control network is influential in rehearsing location information
in working memory. In line with this, Curtis (2006) suggested that spatial attention and spatial
working memory might be based on activation within the frontal eye field.
It is therefore clear that eye movements play a key role in encoding and retaining spatial
information. However, this theoretical and methodological approach has to date been limited
to explorations of the processes occurring during the encoding and/or retention phases of
spatial memory tasks. To our knowledge, no previous studies have examined eye movement
and touch responses during the reconstruction of spatial displays. This is surprising, given
that the response phase is a crucial element of spatial memory tasks. The non-redundancy of
eye movement and recall data in assessing memory processes (Saint-Aubin et al 2007) clearly
underlines the need for such an exploration, in order to help develop a clearer understanding
of spatial memory tasks.
The present experimental work therefore implemented computer-based adaptations
of the Corsi spatial memory task, in which a set of spatial locations were cued during
presentation, with participants required to reproduce this display at the recall phase using
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responses to a touch screen. Importantly, we recorded eye movement information during this
reconstruction phase. Furthermore, we manipulated a number of factors in order to gauge
how they affect response accuracy/speed and eye movements. Recently, Zhang et al (2010)
showed behavioural and electrophysiological evidence of the effects of stimulus attributes in
working memory and how these guide attention. Results showed that high complexity stimuli
are less effective in guiding attention compared to attributes such as colour that are easily
held in working memory (Zhang et al 2010). As with EEG measures, eye movements may be
able to provide information of attentional strategies used in working memory tasks.
1.1 Simultaneous versus sequential presentation
The first factor we manipulated was whether spatial locations were cued simultaneously or
in a sequential fashion. Visuospatial memory has previously been shown to be relatively
less accurate when presentation is sequential (eg Allen et al 2006; Blalock and Clegg 2010;
Frick 1985; Igel and Harvey 1991; Lecerf and de Ribaupierre 2005; Zimmer et al 2003).
A number of explanations have been proposed, including retroactive interference impacting
on representations of sequentially presented items or simultaneously encountered arrays
benefiting from the encoding of global patterns as well as individual item information.
It is important to note that sequential presentation also involves processing of temporal
order. Order memory may have an executive-attention element, and may possibly be
mediated by areas within the prefrontal cortex (D’Esposito et al 1995), particularly when
intentional encoding of order is important (eg Mangels 1997; Marshuetz et al 2000; Sakai
and Passingham 2003). We would predict a greater number of eye movements and longer
fixation times due to a higher cognitive load during sequential presentations, relative to
order-free simultaneous conditions. A primary aim of this study was therefore to examine
how eye movements might vary following sequential presentation, when order information
is important, versus simultaneous presentation, and what this tells us about reconstruction
processes in each case.
1.2 Change salience: colour versus shape
Most forms of computerised Corsi task or equivalent typically signal spatial locations
using changes in colour. In this study, we manipulated the type of feature change used to
signal locations, specifically comparing colour change and shape change trials. The visual
attention literature indicates that colour is processed faster than shape and is less cognitively
demanding (Eimer 1997; Proverbio et al 2004). Feature-integration theory (Treisman and
Gelade 1980) was the first influential theory of attention to suggest that features such as shape
and colour are distinctive in that they exist in separate maps in pre-attentive vision. It has also
been suggested that colour processing holds a special status in attention selection compared
to other non-spatial features including shape (Proverbio et al 2004).
The colours used in the present study were visually salient primary colours (red and blue)
that have been suggested to be especially resistant to memory decay (Uchikawa and Shinoda
1996). In contrast, simple geometric shapes were used with a low change salience, specifically
squares to circles, for the low-attention condition. Salience is an important determinant of
attentional allocation (eg Fecteau and Munoz 2006; Itti and Koch 2001; Koch and Ullman
1985). If a common oculomotor system underlies spatial attention and working memory (eg
Curtis 2006; Pearson and Sahraie 2003), we might then expect similar effects of variables
on tasks tapping each of these elements. In line with this, it has been demonstrated that
where spatial attention is allocated influences later memory accuracy (eg Schmidt et al 2002).
Hence, this study aimed to identify differences in performance between shape and colour,
with the hypothesis that performance would be better on colour change trials due to the
greater salience of these changes during encoding. We also expected to observe concomitant
changes in eye movement.
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1.3 Delay
A further manipulation implemented in this study was that of a varying delay (specifically,
0 s, 5 s, or 10 s) between the presentation of stimuli and recall of the targets. Studies have
suggested that qualitatively different processes take place for short delays (around 1 s)
compared to longer delays (around 6 s) in visual working memory tasks (Baddeley 1986;
Phillips 1974; Treisman and Zhang 2006). For example, Phillips (1974) found that visual
pattern memory declined over delays of up to 9 s (although Vogel et al 2001 did not observe
any accuracy decrement over delays of 1–5 s). One process that occurs during retention is
consolidation, whereby items are transformed from a perceptual format into more durable
working memory representations, thought to occur between around 200 ms and 1 s, following
presentation of the stimuli (eg Treisman and Zhang 2006). This duration is thought to increase
with the number of targets, indicating that consolidation is a time-consuming and limitedcapacity process (Vogel et al 2006). Furthermore, as delay increases so does the threat of
information loss through decay or interference. This threat may increase the demand for
attentional resources in keeping representations active, thus the length of delay may define
the level of involvement of the underlying neural mechanisms involved in attention and
working memory (Elliot and Dolan 1999). In line with this, while Dreher et al (2001) did not
find significant differences between 500 ms and 10 s delays in healthy controls using a set of
spatial memory reconstruction tasks very similar to those in the current study, they did find
large delay effects in schizophrenic patients. On the basis of Dreher et al’s (2001) findings,
we predicted no effect of delay on accuracy in our own sample of healthy adult participants.
However, as with the other manipulated variables, our main focus (for which we had no
a priori prediction in this case) was on eye movement data during reconstruction.
1.4 Set size
The final variable implemented was the number of targets presented in a trial. As noted, working
memory is a limited capacity system (Baddeley and Hitch 1974) and research suggests the
capacity of visual working memory is such that only three to four objects can be maintained
simultaneously (eg Cowan 2001; Luck and Vogel 1997; Vogel et al 2001). In terms of tasks
that are closely analogous to our paradigm, healthy adults typically achieve a Corsi span score
of around 5 locations. As our primary focus was concerned with how eye movement patterns
might vary under sub‑span and span conditions, we implemented set sizes between 2 and
5 items in this experiment. Dreher et al (2001) found accuracy decrements from set sizes
2–5 in healthy adults and schizophrenic patients. Similarly, Magen et al (2009) observed a
linear increase in reaction time as a function of load (1, 3, 5, or 7), supporting findings from
previous studies (Linden et al 2003; Todd and Marois 2005). We therefore predicted longer
touch reaction times and more response errors with an increasing number of targets.
Of greater interest in terms of the novelty of our study was whether eye movement patterns
would also vary with increasing set size. We propose that eye movements would mimic
the hand responses, in that subjects fixate longer on targets with increasing set size due to
increased cognitive demand particularly during the encoding phase of the response. Alongside
this hypothesis we would also suggest that sequential presentation of the data encourages
longer fixations during encoding, due to the more salient nature of a single target to fixate.
As far as we are aware, this study represents the first exploration of eye and hand
movements during reconstruction of spatial working memory and how they may be influenced
by different factors (ie attention, delay, and memory load). This experiment therefore
provides novel insights into the processes operating during the reconstruction phase, with
implications both for models of spatial working memory and for the processes underlying
different variants of the Corsi task, a commonly used measure of individual differences in
spatial working memory ability.
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2 Method
2.1 Participants
A sample of twenty healthy young adults (ten males and ten females), recruited through the
University of Leeds, participated in the study. Participants were aged between 20 and 32
years, with no known neurological disorders or colour-blindness. All were right-handed and
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants provided informed consent prior
to commencing the study.
2.2 Materials
Participants were seated in a dark room with a distance of 38 cm from the monitor screen to
the eye. Subjects’ touch responses were recorded with a MagicTouch USB touch screen
(Keytec Ltd) which was fixed to a CRT 19 in monitor. An EyeLink 1000 (SR Research
Ltd) tower-mounted eye-tracking system was used to record participants’ eye movements
throughout the experiment at 1000 Hz. The participants were seated with their chin and
forehead supported by padded rests to keep head movements to a minimum during the
experiment. Experiment Builder software was used to generate stimuli while DataViewer
was used to save and analyse the data (SR Research Ltd) alongside custom made Matlab
programmes (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
2.3 Stimuli and design
Twelve blue squares, each 60 pixels × 60 pixels, were present on a black screen in each
trial (figure 1). Participants were presented with two stimulus change conditions (colour and
Colour change condition

Shape change condition

Fixate on the white target

Image on screen

Target change
(2, 3, 4, or 5)

Delay (0 s, 5 s, or 10 s)

Touch remembered
target locations

Figure 1. [In colour online, see http://dx.doi.org/10.1068/p7216] A diagram to illustrate the procedure.
Participants were required to remember either the sequence of target change or just the location. The first 4
screens (before the delay) show the acquisition phase and the final screen of the response phase of the trial.
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shape condition) and two types of target presentations in each condition (simultaneous target
change and sequential target change—S, C, SC, and CC), resulting in a total of 4 blocks
from these combinations (1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b). Each block comprised 36 trials (144 trials,
per subject, per experimental session), in which the delay between acquisition and recall
(0, 5, or 10 s) and the number of targets to recall (between 2 and 5) was also varied. This
resulted in 12 repetitions of each delay and 9 repetitions of each set size per block, which was
randomly intermixed. In the colour condition (1a and 1b) squares changed from blue to red,
an obvious change requiring low attention, while in the shape condition (2a and 2b) the target
squares changed to circles, a less salient difference possibly demanding higher levels of
attention (please see figure 1). The sequential target change condition required participants to
remember the target changes in the exact order presented, while the simultaneous condition
allowed the participant to recall the target change locations in any order. These blocks were
counterbalanced between participants to eliminate order effects. Each stimulus was presented
for 1 s—ie in sequential trials with five targets, each of the five targets were presented for 1 s
each, or in simultaneous trials all five targets were visible for 5 s.
2.4 Procedure
All participants completed two practice trials prior to each of the four blocks (1a, 1b, 2a, and
2b) of 36 trials. They were given short breaks in between trial sets to reduce the effects of
fatigue and dark adaptation. The presentation phase in each trial involved 2–5 of the 12 targets
changing colour or shape, either simultaneously (no sequence) or one by one in a particular
order (sequence). Following this change the screen went blank for a variable amount of time
(0 s, 5 s, or 10 s). The 12 original targets would then appear, and participants were required to
either touch the location of the targets in any order (in simultaneous presentation conditions)
or touch the location of the targets in the correct order (in sequential presentation conditions).
Touch responses needed to be within the boundaries of a blue square for the programme to
accept it as a true response, with a “beep” signalling to the participant that a response has been
recorded. All touch data were recorded, and errors were collated and counted a posteriori.
2.5 Data analysis
We obtained the following parameters for each of these conditions: (i) touch time (reaction
time between each touch response per trial), (ii) touch accuracy (number of incorrect touches
per trial), (iii) fixation duration (mean fixation duration on each item per trial), and (iv) saccade
amplitude (mean saccade distance between each saccade, excluding saccades <1 deg, within
a trial). The mean for each subject during the response/recall phase of the trial was obtained
for each (i) feature (colour or shape), (ii) presentation type (simultaneous or sequential),
(iii) delay (0 ms, 5000 ms, and 10 000 ms), and (iv) set size (number of targets—2, 3, 4, or 5).
A series of 2 (feature: colour and shape) × 2 (target change: simultaneous and sequential) × 2
(delays: no delay versus delay) × 4 (set size: 2–5 targets) repeated-measures ANOVA were
used to analyse touch and eye data. Interactions between variables were evaluated with
Bonferroni-corrected a posteriori test. A significance level of p < 0.05 was established for all
statistical analyses. Results are expressed as means ± standard error.
Furthermore we performed a region of interest (ROI) analysis that recorded the time the
eye spent within the boundaries of a signalled target that either changed colour or shape during
the trial (ie a relevant/correct target). These data were segregated for (i) the encoding phase,
(ii) the delay phase, and (iii) the recall phase for each trial and for each condition. We then
calculated the time spent within the ROIs for each phase of the trial and then divided this by
the total time of that phase. The results were converted into a percentage of time the eye spent
on relevant target items within each phase (% dwell time); means and standard deviations
were obtained for each subject and significance found through a repeated-measures ANOVA.
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3 Results
Touch accuracy and touch time will be reported first, before eye fixation duration and saccade
amplitude. A series of analyses comparing 5 s and 10 s delay conditions on each measure
failed to reveal any significant main effects or interactions ( p > 0.05 in all cases). Therefore,
in order to simplify the analyses, 5 s and 10 s delay trials were collapsed together and treated
as a single “delay” condition (in comparison with “no delay”) for all subsequent analyses.
3.1 Touch results
Mean touch time and standard error (in ms) for each experimental condition is displayed
in figure 2. A 2 × 2 × 2 × 4 repeated-measures ANOVA was performed, examining the effects
of presentation type (sequential versus simultaneous), feature salience (colour versus
shape), delay (no delay versus delay), and set size (2, 3, 4, 5 locations). This revealed
non‑significant effects of presentation type (F1, 19 = 3.36, p = 0.08) and feature salience
(F1, 19 = 0.35, p = 0.56), but a significant increase in touch time with a delay (F1, 19 = 12.68,
p < 0.01) and a significant difference in set size (F3, 57 = 3.98, p < 0.05) was observed.
More specifically, we found a difference between 2 and 3 targets ( p = 0.011) and 2 and 4
targets ( p = 0.005), but not between 2 and 5 targets ( p = 0.240). There were no significant
interactions ( p > 0.05).

Touch RT/ms

Touch RT/ms

simultaneous
1250
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800
750

1250
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800
750

2

sequential

colour–no delay

colour–delay

shape–no delay

shape–delay

3

Set size

4

5

2

3

Set size

4

5

Figure 2. Mean reaction time (ms) and standard error for touch responses as a function of presentation
format, feature change, delay, and set size.

Error rates were calculated as the proportion of errors made for each individual touch
response in each condition. This measure controls for the greater number of possible errors
on trials with larger set sizes. Mean proportional error rate and standard error are displayed in
figure 3. A 2 × 2 × 2 × 4 repeated-measures ANOVA revealed significant effects of presentation
type (F1, 19 = 8.68, p < 0.05), with less errors for simultaneously presented stimuli and an
increasing number of errors with increasing set size (F3, 57 = 3.91, p < 0.05). In contrast, there
was no effect of feature salience (F1, 19 = 2.04, p = 0.17) or delay (F1, 19 = 1.99, p = 0.18).
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Proportion touch errors

0.20
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00

Proportion touch errors

simultaneous

0.20
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00

2

sequential

colour–no delay

colour–delay

shape–no delay

shape–delay

3

Set size

4

5

2

3

Set size

4

5

Figure 3. Mean proportional error rate and standard error for touch responses as a function of
presentation format, feature change, delay, and set size.

3.2 Eye movement results
Mean eye-fixation duration and standard error (in ms) is illustrated in figure 4. The
analysis revealed significant effects of presentation type (F1, 19 = 10.86, p < 0.01) and
feature salience (F1, 19 = 13.29, p < 0.01). Fixation durations were longer during sequential
presentation trials and trials involving colour changes. However, the effects of delay
(F1, 19 = 0.24, p = 0.63) and set size (F3, 57 = 0.95, p = 0.40) were not significant. We also
found a significant two-way interaction between feature salience and delay (F1, 19 = 8.24,
p < 0.05), with longer fixation durations for colour than shape trials only apparent after no
delay and not after a delay.
Mean saccade amplitude (in degrees of visual angle) during a trial and standard error
are displayed in figure 5. There were no significant effects of feature salience (F1, 19 = 0.98,
p = 0.34), presentation type (F1, 19 = 1.40, p = 0.25), or delay (F1, 19 = 2.05, p = 0.17), while
the effect of set size was marginally non-significant (F3, 57 = 2.74, p = 0.052).
In order to investigate the effect of fixation duration on the resultant accuracy and timing
of the response, we calculated mean dwell time (ROI analysis) for all subjects during (i)
the encoding phase of the trial and (ii) the recall phase of the trial (see figure 6). We found
a significant effect of presentation type (F3, 17 = 14.287, p < 0.001), delay (F2, 18 = 5.751,
p < 0.05), and set size (F3, 17 = 25.444, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons revealed that during
encoding the sequentially presented stimuli showed a significantly higher percentage of
dwell time within a selected target than the simultaneous stimuli for both colour ( p < 0.001)
and shape ( p < 0.001). Furthermore, an interaction between presentation type and set size
was also found (F9, 11 = 7.696, p < 0.01), particularly between 2 and 4 ( p < 0.01) and 2 and 5
items ( p < 0.001). We found no significant effects or interactions during the delay or recall
phases of the trial.
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Fixation duration/ms

simultaneous
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colour–no delay
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shape–no delay

shape–delay
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Set size
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3

Set size

4

5

Figure 4. Mean fixation duration (ms) and standard error during reconstruction as a function of
presentation format, feature change, delay, and set size.

Mean saccade amplitude
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5
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3
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4
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Figure 5. Mean saccade amplitude (deg of visual angle) and standard error during reconstruction as a
function of presentation format, feature change, delay, and set size.
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Figure 6. The mean percentage of time the eye has spent looking at the relevant targets within a trial.
The graphs show the dwell time (as a % of total trial time) for fixation within the boundaries of a
selected target (ie a target that changed colour or shape) during (a) the encoding stage, (b) the delay,
and (c) when recalling the targets. The sequentially presented stimuli are shown as continuous lines, and
simultaneous means are shown as dashed lines (grey = shape, black = colour).

4 Discussion
The findings of this experiment underline the non-redundancy of eye and recall measures
in spatial memory reconstruction. Significant effects of presentation type (sequential versus
simultaneous) were found in touch recall accuracy and in eye fixation duration, indicating
that participants produced more touch errors and fixated for longer during reconstruction of
sequentially presented spatial arrays. In contrast, although the type of feature (colour versus
shape) did not affect recall accuracy or reaction time of the hand, we did observe an effect
on fixation duration, which on average was longer in colour-change than in shape-change
trials. The delay used only showed a significant effect on touch reaction time, with a reduced
latency on no delay trials compared to the delay conditions. Finally, set size did affect both
touch reaction time and error rate, but had no effect on eye fixation duration. The effects of
each of these factors will be discussed in turn.
4.1 Simultaneous versus sequential presentation
The higher level of accuracy observed for simultaneous versus sequential presentation
conditions is in line with previous findings in visuospatial working memory (eg Allen et al
2006; Blalock and Clegg 2010; Frick 1985; Igel and Harvey 1991; Lecerf and de Ribaupierre
2005; Zimmer et al 2003). For example, Lecerf and de Ribaupierre (2005) found superior
recognition accuracy for spatial locations following simultaneous presentation. They
suggested that simultaneous presentation allows encoding of the “intrafigural pattern” within
an array—that is, the global relationship between items—with this being stored within the
visual cache element of Logie’s (1995) model of visuospatial working memory (see also
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Zimmer et al 2003). In contrast, sequentially presented spatial locations cannot be easily
integrated into a global pattern and are thus solely reliant on spatial memory. The results
presented here are in agreement with this suggestion, as our sequentially presented stimuli
encouraged longer fixation on each target compared to simultaneous tasks during encoding.
We would also suggest that subjects in our task adopt a more central fixation during encoding
in simultaneous tasks, which uses a more holistic view of the targets for encoding. These
differences may represent one contributory factor involved in the reduced accuracy observed
for sequentially presented arrays. It should be noted, however, that these previous experiments
used a forced choice same/different button-press response from the participant; therefore
accurate reconstruction of the spatial memory was not required and not tested. Our study
provides further behavioural evidence of an increase in cognitive effort for the sequential
presentation with longer fixation times and greater touch errors.
Sequentially presented sequences also contained temporal order information and indeed
require reconstruction of order during the response phase. Connected to this, Frick (1985)
suggested that memory for sequentially (but not simultaneously) presented visual stimuli
may rely on a timing-based system for storage. The decline in touch accuracy observed
in the current study may therefore at least partially reflect problems in implementing or
reconstructing this timing signal at recall. Furthermore, we found that eye fixation duration
was consistently and significantly longer during reconstruction of sequential spatial patterns.
This may indicate additional cognitive demands involved in retrieving order information for
each item, thus slowing shifts in spatial attention between locations. Alternatively, it may not
be an increased cognitive load that slows fixation shifting but a process of utilising timing
information to aid ordered location selection. Thus, as sequentially presented locations were
cued at a rate of 1 per second, fixation durations at reconstruction may have slowed to more
closely match this temporal rate, which indeed our results reflect. This finding is in-line
with previous studies showing motor coordination is largely achieved through learning with
timing (Mauk et al 2000) and is mainly achieved via the cerebellum (Miall et al 2001).
Shin (2008) used a sequence of random or fixed interval stimuli timings during a serial
reaction time task and found no difference between reaction time in the learning of a fixed
interval sequence or a random sequence, suggesting that there is no functional benefit from
a fixed timing. However, further research would be required to distinguish between these
accounts. Nevertheless, the findings from the current study are clear in demonstrating that
eye movements slow down when rebuilding a spatial sequence with an order, relative to a
simultaneously encountered spatial pattern.
4.2 Feature change—colour versus shape
The absence of any effect of feature change on touch accuracy or reaction time would run
counter to predictions derived from models of visual attention that emphasise salience (eg Itti
and Koch 2001; Koch and Ullman 1985) and links between attention and memory (eg Schmidt
et al 2002), as it is generally assumed that colour is more salient than shape (eg Schubö 2009).
For example, Fine and Minnery (2009) found that memory for object-location conjunctions
were positively correlated with object salience. The lack of error and reaction time differences
between colour and shape in the current study would also seem to contradict previous research,
showing better memory for colour than shape (eg Allen et al 2006). It is important to note
that the current experiment did not require memory for colours or shapes per se but only the
locations signalled by these changes.
We found significantly longer fixations on the targets during encoding in the shape task
when compared to the colour task, possibly suggesting higher cognitive demands to encode
shape stimuli compared to colour. We also observed significantly longer eye fixation durations
during reconstruction in trials involving colour change, relative to shape change, indicating
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that change salience (attentional salience) did affect the behavioural response of the eye;
however, this was not transmitted downstream into the response of the hand. Evidence exists
which suggests that longer fixation times result in better recall performance (Holingworth
and Henderson 2002). Fixation duration in this case indicates the extent to which participants
visually scanned the array before making each touch response. The reduced salience of
shape changes may have led participants to perform more scanning of the display during
the reconstruction phase, in an effort to reconstruct the spatial patterns that they represented.
This would manifest in shorter eye-fixation times relative to colour trials but overall similar
fixations on relevant targets as observed in the recall ROI analysis. Thus, these findings fit
with the view that spatial attention and spatial working memory may both be connected to
the oculomotor system (eg Curtis 2006; Pearson and Sahraie 2003; Theeuwes et al 2009).
This explanation also fits with the significant interaction we observed between feature change
and delay, in that colour change trials showed longer fixations only in no delay trials, while
there was minimal difference between colour and shape trials following retention intervals of
5 s or 10 s. The particular salience of colour changes may only reduce the need for increased
reconstruction-based scanning over little or no retention intervals, presumably because such
changes initially remain salient in memory. However, when delays are longer, the relatively
greater salience of colour than shape changes diminishes, and all feature-change trials require
equivalent levels of rescanning in order to reconstruct spatial arrays. These findings are also
noteworthy in demonstrating how eye movement data can reveal processes that are not
detectable through the use of standard button press recall measures.
4.3 Delay
Delay duration significantly influenced only touch reaction time, with reduced latency on
trials with a retention interval (blank screen) between presentation offset and the response
phase. This may reflect a delay in participants reacting to the cue to respond after these longer
intervals, rather than any meaningful decrease in memory processes. This is supported by
the observation that no significant decrement in touch accuracy was observed between any
of the delay durations. This would seem to contrast with the classic work of Phillips (1974),
who found that visual pattern memory did decline over retention intervals up to 9 s. However,
in a more recent study, Vogel et al (2001) did not observe any decrement in accuracy for
colours over delays up to 5 s. It should be noted that these studies are more closely associated
with visual than spatial memory. Dreher et al (2001) examined memory for spatial locations
using touch reconstruction (with and without order information, among other conditions) and,
in line with our findings, did not observe significant accuracy differences between 500 ms
and 10 s delay effects in healthy controls, although they did find delay effects in patients
with schizophrenia, possibly indicating something of a role for attentional control in keeping
representations active in working memory. In line with this, participants in our study reported
that they engaged in rehearsal of locations during the retention intervals (see Awh et al 1998;
Pearson and Sahraie 2003; Theeuwes et al 2009).
We also did not observe an effect of delay on eye-fixation duration during the reconstruction
phase. Thus, while presentation type (including order information and change salience) does
influence the degree of scanning that takes place at reconstruction, delay does not have an
effect. This may be due to rehearsal during retention minimising the impact of these delays.
This suggestion may lead to the prediction that ocular suppression (eg Guérard et al 2009;
Pearson and Sahraie 2003) would have an effect on both touch accuracy and eye‑fixation
duration, a possibility that could be tested in future research.
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4.4 Set size
We found that, overall, touch accuracy declined with increasing set size, supporting the
common conception of spatial working memory as a limited capacity system. Indeed, in
the typical Corsi span task (on which our measures are closely based), set size is increased for
a given participant until incorrect responses begin to emerge (Corsi 1972). It is worth noting
that, as our primary aim was to examine eye-fixation duration during recall of sub‑span
and span-length sequences, the set sizes used in this experiment were typically within or at
the limit of spatial memory capacity (typically, around 5 items in Corsi span). Nevertheless,
we were still able to detect a small decline in accuracy (see also Dreher et al 2001).
Touch accuracy and reaction time declined with increasing set size; thus participants
responded faster for larger item sets (counter to our initial prediction). This contrasts with
the findings of Magen et al (2009), who found increasing reaction time with set size in a
visuospatial memory task. However, their study used a yes/no recognition task with a single
key press response, which likely involves very different decision processes from touch-based
spatial reconstruction. The faster reaction times for larger spatial arrays that were observed
with this measure may simply indicate that participants felt more motivated to reconstruct
these displays more quickly, to minimise effects of forgetting, which is more significant with
a greater number of items.
As with the delay factor, we did not find an effect of set size on eye-fixation duration
during recall. This result could be explained by assuming that scanning of the visual array
at test occurs for each individual item; however, scanning at recall is no longer required,
and therefore the same extent of scanning would occur across different set sizes and would
not increase as a function of how many items need to be reconstructed. Indeed, we found
that subjects make on average 2–3 saccades during the reconstruction phase of the response
regardless of the number of items, delay, or condition. Finally, the increasing dwell time on
the selected target items with increasing set size in the sequentially presented shape tasks but
not in other conditions also provides further evidence of attentional differences in encoding
between colour and shape.
5 Conclusion
A number of previous studies have used a forced-choice button press response to look at
the affects of sequential versus simultaneous presentation types on short-term memory
performance. These previous experiments are limited in understanding how behaviour of
the eye and hand influence and/or contribute to the overall response, and they use only
reaction time. The current experiment used a free-viewing sequential versus simultaneous
spatial memory task in order to establish whether the accuracy of a behavioural response is
influenced by attention and memory in a similar way to reaction time.
We found increasing the number of items in a task and needing to remember the order
of the items produced more spatial errors in the touch responses than did remembering the
location alone. This demonstrates that additional storage resources are required for both
remembering the location and order rather than location alone and further suggests these
processes are achieved separately in the brain. The eye movement analysis revealed longer
fixation times for sequentially presented locations during reconstruction, possibly reflecting
an attempt by participants to mimic the original timing of target onsets, which may serve to
enhance recall. The delay had no effect on the accuracy of locating and remembering the
order of the targets; however, subjects were quicker to respond after a delay indicating a
motor preparedness rather than a cognitive decline after a delay. Overall, this study shows
that the type of information (ie location and/or temporal order) and number of items have
significant effects on motor behaviour and memory when generating a correct touch response.
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In contrast, manipulation of the attentional salience of target cueing (ie colour or shape) tends
to affect the eye movement but has little effect on how well this information is retained for
the touch response.
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